## D.L. ACTION/REASON CODES

### 100 - 119 ALCOHOL
- 100 - Alcohol
- 101 - Alcohol & Negligent Operator
- 103 - Alcohol/Drug Addiction or Habitual Use (Not Methadone)
- 104 - Alcohol/Drug Addiction or Habitual Use (Methadone Maintenance)
- 114 - Alcohol/Refusal of a Class 1 or 2 License
- 115 - Alcohol/Mandatory Action Interview

### 120 - 139 MENTAL CONDITION
- 120 - Mental condition
- 121 - Mental Condition/Negligent Operator
- 122 - Mental Condition/Alcohol
- 123 - Mental Condition/Physical Condition
- 130 - Mental Condition/Refusal of a Class 1 or 2 License
- 134 - Mental Condition/Alzheimer's Disease
- 139 - Mental Condition/Dementia

### 140 - 159 PHYSICAL CONDITION
- 140 - Physical Condition
- 141 - Physical Condition/Negligent Operator
- 142 - Physical Condition/Alcohol
- 147 - Physical Condition/Lack of Skill/Knowledge
- 149 - Physical Condition/Refusal of a Class 1 or 2 License
- 153 - Physical Condition/Cardiovascular Disorders
- 154 - Physical Condition/Diabetes Mellitus
- 155 - Physical Condition/Hearing Disorders
- 156 - Physical Condition/Musculoskeletal Diseases
- 157 - Physical Condition/Neurological Disorders
- 158 - Physical Condition/Pulmonary Disorders
- 159 - Physical Condition/Vision

### 160 - 169 LAPSES OF CONSCIOUSNESS
- 160 - Lapse of Cons.
- 161 - Lapse of Cons./Negligent operator
- 162 - Lapse of Cons./Alcohol
- 167 - Lapse of Cons./Drug Addiction or Habitual use (Methadone Maint)
- 169 - Lapse of Cons./Refusal of Class 1 or 2 License

### 200 - 225 DRUG ADDICTION
- 203 - Drug Addiction or Habitual use (Not Methadone)
- 204 - Drug Addiction or Habitual Use (Methadone Maintenance)
- 216 - Drug Addiction or Habitual Use/Neg Oper (Not Methadone)
- 220 - Drug Addiction or Habitual Use/Refusal of Class 1 or 2 License (Not Methadone)
- 222 - Drug Addiction or Habitual Use/Neg Oper (Methadone Maint.)
- 225 - Drug Addiction or Habitual Use/Refusal of Class 1 or 2 Lic. (Methadone)
240 - 242 LACK OF KNOWLEDGE / OR SKILL
240 - Lack of Knowledge
241 - Lack of Skill
242 - Lack of Knowledge/Lack of Skill

309 - 324 NEGLIGENT OPERATOR
309 - Neg Oper Other Than 311, 312, 316, 317 (3 - 85)
311 - Neg Oper/Viol of Traffic Laws (NOTS III Only)
312 - Neg Oper/Viol of Traffic Laws & Fatal Accidents
324 - Neg Oper/Viol of Traffic Laws & Serious Injury Accident

351 - 369 HIT & RUN - ASSAULT W/VEHICLE
351 - Hit & Run
369 - Assault/Deadly Weapon With Motor Vehicle

370 - 376 PROVISIONAL
370 - Provisional Neg Oper/2 points
371 - Provisional Neg Oper/3 or more points
372 - Provisional FTAs
373 - Provisional Neg Oper/2 points
374 - Provisional Neg Oper/3 points
375 - Violation of Provisional N.O. Probation
376 - 2nd or Subsequent Violation of Provisional N.O. Prob.

399 IGNITION INTERLOCK
399 - Ignition Interlock Device (23241C)

400 - 433 FRAUD
400 - Unlawful Use of License - permitted another to use
401 - Unlawful Use of License - license not issued to subject
402 - Unlawful Use of License - license altered
403 - Unlawful Examination - Use of CRIB sheet
404 - Unlawful Use of License - fictitious, Fraudulently altered
405 - Fraud App - false name
407 - Fraud App - tests taken by another
409 - Fraud App - filed by other than subject
411 - Fraud App - false custody statement
413 - Fraud App - false application
415 - Fraud App - under suspension
420 - Fraud App - false name/under suspension
421 - Fraud App - false name/date of birth
432 - Fraud Document - false document submitted
433 - Fraudulent INS Document

450 - 451 VIOLATION OF PROBATION
450 - Viol of Neg. Oper. Probation
451 - 2nd or subsequent violation of Neg. Oper. Probation
600 - Certificate of Compliance (12504c)
601 - Junior Permit (12514c)
602 - Student License (12653)

610 - 639 CANCELLATIONS (REGULAR)
609 - O/S Suspension/Revocation
610 - Issued while under suspension
611 - Issued while under revocation
612 - Issued in error - incorrect number
613 - Issued in error - incorrect expiration date
614 - Issued in error - incorrect date of birth
615 - Issued in error INS
617 - False name
618 - False date of birth
620 - Dishonored Check
621 - Two or more ID Cards issued
622 - Two or more licenses issued
623 - License appl. not properly signed by a guarantor
632 - Other (Update Only)
633 - False name and false date of birth
634 - Name does not agree with record
635 - Birth date does not agree with record
636 - Name and birth date do not agree with record
637 - Commercial driver license issued by another state
638 - Has Diplomatic Driver License
639 - Employer Testing

640 - 642 CANCELLATIONS (VOLUNTARY)
640 - Canc - Voluntary Surrender Letter
642 - Constitutional Issue

645 - 17704(CVC) CANCELLATION
645 - Failure of Proof

650 - 666 17711, 17712(CVC) CANCELLATIONS
650 - Request for release from liability (17711)
651 - Evidence of death (17712a)
652 - Guarantor's request (17712b)
653 - Change of custody (17712c)
654 - Left employer (17712d)
666 - Default from invalid reason code DBR Scrub 3/91

690 - 696 REFUSAL
690 - Refusal of Class 1 or 2 License (fail to meet physical requirement)
691 - Refusal (other than Class 1 or 2 License)
696 - Refusal Class 1

700 - 712 EQUIV TO 23102 OR 23105 CONV. (COMMERCIAL ACTIONS)
700 - Drunk Driving or Drugs/Commercial (Eff. 1 - 1 - 89)
701 - Hit and Run/Commercial (Eff. 1 - 1 - 89)
702 - Felony Convictions/Commercial (Eff. 1 - 1 - 89)
703 - Drunk Driving or Drugs/Hazardous Materials (Eff. 1 - 1 - 89)
704 - Hit and Run/Hazardous Materials (Eff. 1 - 1 - 89)
705 - Felony Conviction/Hazardous Materials (Eff. 1 - 1 - 89)
706 - Second Drunk Driving or Drugs/Commercial (Eff. 1 - 1 - 89)
707 - Second Hit and Run/Commercial (Eff. 1 - 1 - 89)
708 - Second Felony Conviction/Commercial (Eff. 1 - 1 - 89)
709 - Second Combination of DUI, Hit Run or Felony/Commercial (Eff. 1 - 1 - 89)
710 - Health and Safety Felony Conviction/Commercial (Eff. 1 - 1 - 89)
711 - Serious Traffic Violation - 2 in 3 years (Eff. 1 - 1 - 89)
712 - Serious Traffic Violation - 3 in 3 years (Eff. 1 - 1 - 89)

730 - 799 EQUIV. TO OTHER CONVICTIONS (CALIF. OR O/S)
730 - O/S Denial
731 - O/S Cancellation
732 - O/S Disqualification
733 - O/S Suspension
734 - O/S Revocation
735 - O/S Surrendered
736 - O/S Other
737 - Unknown O/S Withdrawal Type (for DRR conversion 3/91)
799 - Family Law Support

MISCELLANEOUS TYPE CODES (800 - 899)

821 FAILURE TO FURNISH REQUIRED INFORMATION
821 - Failure to furnish required information re P&M condition

830 - 831 VIOLATION OF RESTRICTION
830 - Viol of Restriction - 12514d Jr. Permit
831 - Viol of Restriction - other than insurance or 12514d

853 - 868 TYPE OF PERSONAL CONTACT CODE
853 - Implied Consent Hearing request
860 - Admin Per Se Refusal hearing request
865 - Admin per se hearing request
866 - PAS Refusal Hearing Request
867 - PAS .01 Admin Per Se Hearing
868 - Admin Per Se Dismissal Hearing Request

870 - 899 CERTIFICATE ACTIONS
870 - Demand hearing Passenger Vehicle Endorsement
871 - Demand hearing Hazardous Agriculture Certificate
873 - Demand hearing for Tow Truck Driver Clearance
875 - Hazardous Materials Endorsement
876 - Failure to complete annual Transit Driver Training
877 - Demand Hearing for General Public Paratransit Vehicle
878 - Demand Hearing for Tour Bus Certificate (TBC)
879 - Demand Hearing for Hazardous Waste (HWC)
880 - Criminal
881 - Moral
882 - Driver violations or accident
883 - Alcohol
884 - Mental
885 - Physical
887 - Safety measure
888 - Drugs
889 - Lack of skill
891 - Failed to submit information
892 - Demand hearing for ambulance
893 - Demand hearing for farm labor
894 - School bus driver dismissed for cause
895 - Demand hearing for school bus (including youth bus and school pupils activities bus) - (Eff. 6 - 85)
896 - Demand hearing for radioactive materials
897 - Failed to complete Section 14220, Driver Training
898 - No valid Class 1 or 2 License
899 - First Aid Certificate not submitted

900 - 909 DUI AND SPEED
900 - Manslaughter or willful flight
901 - Juvenile DUI
902 - Return from out of state completed DUI program
903 - Dishonored Check
904 - Non - Compliance With Court Order (Eff. 1/1/94)
905 - Second 22348b conviction/3 years
906 - Third 22348b conviction/5 years
907 - 23152 w/three prior in 5 years
908 - 1st 23109 90 day - 6 month suspension
909 - 2nd 23109 in 5 years - 6 month suspension and proof

910 - 919 RESTRICTIONS - DUI
910 - DUI - failed to comply (11837.1A H&S) conv. after 7 - 1 - 83 (Eff. 7 - 1 - 83)
911 - DUI - refused chemical test (11837.1C H&S) conv. after 7 - 1 - 83 (Eff. 7 - 1 - 83)
912 - DUI - approval of rehabilitation program withdrawn (Eff. 7 - 1 - 83)
913 - 2nd DUI/5 years, failed to comply 13352.5 V.C. (Eff. 7 - 1 - 83)
914 - 23153 w/prior DUI/5 years, failed to comply 13352.5 V.C. (Eff. 7 - 1 - 83)
915 - DUI - failed to comply, 3rd drop (11837.1A H&S) conv. after 7 - 1 - 83 (Eff. 7 - 1 - 83)
916 - First DUI W/Proof
917 - 2nd misdemeanor DUI; restrictions (Eff. 7 - 1 - 83)
918 - 2nd felony DUI; restrictions (Eff. 7 - 1 - 83)
419 - 2nd felony DUI; term suspension (Eff. 7 - 1 - 83)

920 - 925 JUVENILE & ADULT ACTIONS (13350)
920 - 23104 conviction
921 - Manslaughter (192.3[a] P.C., etc.)
922 - Admin Per Se .08 Restricted Non - Comm
923 - 20001 conviction
924 - 3/hit & run or reckless driving convictions/12 months
925 - Felony conviction

926 - 934 ADULT ACTIONS (13352)
926 - DUI Program Completion Required
927 - Excessive Blood Alcohol PAS (Eff. Date 1 - 1 - 94)
928 - Refused PAS Test (Eff. Date 1 - 1 - 94)
929 - Excessive Blood Alcohol PAS (Eff. Date 1 - 1 - 94)
930 - 1 driving under influence of alcohol or drug conviction
931 - First 23101, 23106, 23153, 192.3C, or 192.3D conviction
932 - 2/driving under influence of alcohol or drug convictions/5 years
933 - Second 23101, 23106, conviction/3 years, or 23153, 192.3C, or 192.3D conviction/5 years
934 - 3/driving under influence of alcohol or drug convictions/7 years (Effective 1 - 1 - 82) - 3/driving under influence of alcohol/or drug convictions/5 years

935 - 940 JUVENILE AND ADULTS - OTHER
935 - Refused chemical test (Implied Consent) 6 month suspension
936 - Refused chemical test (Implied Consent) 1 year suspension
937 - Refused chemical test (Implied Consent) 3 year revocation (Eff. 10 - 84)
938 - One or more FTA's (Mandatory Action)
939 - Third 23153, 192.3C, or 192.3D/5 years
940 - Excessive blood alcohol APS (Eff. 1 - 1 - 95)

941 - 953 ACCIDENT (NO FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY)
941 - No accident report (FR) - owner or driver (16004A)
946 - No insurance or insurance denial (FR) - owner or driver (16070)
947 - (Inactive)
948 - No insurance/dishonored check of penalty fee (Eff. 10 - 85)
949 - Proof failure (FR) (16072)
950 - Demand FR hearing (hearing only)
952 - No accident report (FR) - employer (16004A)
953 - No insurance or insurance denial (FR) - employer (16070)

955 - 961 CITATION (NO FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY)
955 - Failure to maintain proof (Eff. 3 - 85)
956 - Failure to appear on 16028 V.C. conviction (Eff. 3 - 85)
957 - Failure to pay on 16028 V.C. conviction (Eff. 3 - 85)
958 - Convicted of violating 16028 V.C. (Eff. 3 - 85)
959 - DSS - Suspension
960 - Refused PAS Test 2nd Offender
961 - Refused PAS Test 3rd Offender

962 - 969 MISCELLANEOUS ACTIONS
962 - Drug Conviction
963 - Failure to Install Ignition Interlock
964 - Violation of Ignition Interlock
965 - Fail to Surrender License
966 - Admin Per Se .08 BAC 1st offender
967 - Admin Per Se .08 BAC 2nd offender
968 - Admin Per Se Refusal - 1st offender
969 - Neg. Op. Proof Req./12810.5(Eff. 7 - 1 - 89)

970 - 974 CIVIL JUDGMENT ACTIONS
970 - Unsatisfied judgment
971 - Installment agreement/no insurance certificate
972 - Installment agreement/default
973 - No actions civil judgment/proof filed
974 - Unsatisfied judgment under $500(Eff. 3 - 85)

975 - 999 OTHER
975 - Admin Per Se Refusal - 2nd offender
976 - First DUI, 90 Day Restriction
977 - First DUI, Failed to Comply 13352E
978 - Admin Per Se Refusal - 3rd offender
979 - Admin Per Se .08 BAC Restricted Comm. Lic.
980 - Juvenile Action for .05 BAC
981 - Insurance Certificate Cancelled
982 - Admin per se .08 BAC program drop
983 - Court Recommendation/10851 (adult)
984 - Court Recommends Revocation - narcotics offense
985 - Revocation of DUI Court Probation, Misdemeanor
986 - Extension of DUI Court Probation, Misdemeanor
987 - Revocation of DUI Court Probation, Felony
988 - Extension of DUI Court Probation, Felony
989 - Third 2815/2 years
990 - Refused Chemical Test (Implied Consent) 2 year revocation
991 - DUI - Class 1/2 Restricted to Class 3
992 - Third 22454 V.C./3 years
993 - First Violation 23240 V.C.
994 - Second Violation 23240 V.C.
995 - Violation of DUI Probation/13352A3 - 23207
996 - Violation of DUI Probation/13352A1 - 23207
997 - Second Misdemeanor DUI - Rest. w/Proof
998 - Second Felony DUI - Rest. w/Proof
999 - Second Felony DUI - Term Susp - Violation after 1 - 1 - 88